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“A systematic appoach to auditioning creates consistency, which leads to a 
harmonious - everything working together: mind/body/spirit, ritualistic - 
causing reverence for the craft, and an efficient way of working that builds 
confidence in the actor. 

This system allows the actor to adeptly handle an audition professionally and 
with a profound connection to the piece.” 

          - Crystal Carson
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STEP 1 - FIRST READ 

INFORMATION

The first read is for Information. What is this scene about? What is the story?

A) Read out loud EVERYTHING on the page, paying attention to the stage 
directions.  (ie. environment) 

The best way to slow yourself down and read conscientiously, 
carefully and fully deeply, is to read out loud and pause to 
think and imagine after every bit of new information.

Discover your character’s situation. Relate to it. Personalize 
it. Have you had a similar experience you can pull from? If 
not, what if this happened to you? How would you feel?

Note: If you substitute an incident from your life, utilize it for exploration 
purposes only. It can help you to better connect to the given circumstances of 
the scene, but always use the situation of the story during the audition. 
Remember: substitution is an exploration exercise.

B) It’s okay to highlight your lines during the first read. 

When auditioning, if you have a tendency to make every word 
important, you may want to draw a box around your lines 
and highlight only the “diamond” words of phrases.

C) After you’ve finished the 1st read, turn over your sides and ponder. 

Ask yourself - “What are my character’s ‘givens’? 

ie.

What do I say about myself  
Do I describe myself at all? 
Do others describe me in any way? if so, how? 
What is my background/history?
Where am I from and how did I get here?
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How did I get into this job / marriage / relationship / 
situation? 
How is my character similar to me? How is it different? When 
am I like this? 

If you’ve seen the breakdown, how does that description 
“show up” in the material? 

Use images (make-up scenarios) and sensory work to 
connect to your character’s history. 
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STEP 2 - SECOND READ 
Note: soon, you will be able to do steps 1 and 2 together. Then this will still be 
the first read.

BECOME THE DETECTIVE

A) Ask yourself after each sentence, including stage directions;

Why? What does this mean to me? 

Take a moment to answer the question, if you truly can not 
at this time, tell yourself to keep it on the back burner, it will 
get answered later. 

B) You are a detective looking for clues... PONDER, THINK, IMAGINE. 

Let’s say you read the top of the page and it says, “Thicker 
than Water.” You realize that’s the name of the piece. 
Remembering that there is a saying – Blood is thicker than 
water, you wonder if this is a piece about family. Next you 
read, “page 104.” You discern that this is not a sit-com. You 
surmise that you are near the end of the story...a lot has 
probably happened. Now, you read, “Ext. Boat – Day” You 
wonder what size the boat is. Can you feel the rocking of the 
waves beneath your feet? Do you feel unsteady? What does 
the water sound like? Are you on the ocean, a river, a lake? 
Do you hear birds? Do you feel the sun on your back? What 
does the outdoors smell like? Is there a breeze? After each 
question, IMAGINE FOR A MOMENT, then read on for more 
clues, honing what you’ve imagined to fit the piece.

Note: Do NOT audition until you have made-up something for every question of  
why’s throughout the sides. You don’t have to be “right”, but you have to have 
decided something within the parameter of the script to be truthful. Make this a 
promise to yourself. 
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STEP 3 - THIRD READ 
Note: Soon to be your second read

RELATIONSHIP

1) What is my relationship / history with the other main character in the 
scene?

A) Read out loud the dialogue only - skip all the stage directions. 

If there are more than two characters, you may want to read 
their names out loud to help keep you straight, paying 
attention to the relationship.
Who is this person to you? How do you feel about him/her? 
Deepen your history work. Use your imagination to make-up 
pertinent past events you could have shared together. Can 
you personalize this relationship by substituting someone 
from your real life or from another character you’ve deeply 
explored either in a scene-study class or from theatre work 
you’ve done? Use images and sensory work to connect to the 
history / relationship.

B) Mark the Units/Beats by drawing a pencil line at the transitions, that are 
obvious to you.   

As you read only the dialogue out loud, you can’t help but to 
start to feel the “rhythm” of the piece. Rhythm happens 
through units/beats, transitions, baby beats, and spins.

•  A new unit/beat begins when a new subject, topic or focus 
is broached.

•  A transition is the bridge between two units/beats. It is the 
character thoughts that end the unit you’re in, and lead you 
to the images and character thoughts from which the next 
unit will spring. A transition takes time; happening in a 
“silence” that’s filled with the language of character 
thoughts manifesting themselves in your body (ie. Body 
language.) 

Powerful transitions move from one intellectual, physical and 
emotion state to another.
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•  A baby beat is an acknowledgement of a slight, temporary 
change within a unit/beat and is distinguishable by a short 
“beat” or break in the rhythm. It is a mini-transition and is 
(nearly always) followed with a change of tactic.

• A spin is an acknowledgement of a huge, but temporary 
change within a unit/beat and is distinguishable by an 
instantaneous and drastic change of direction accompanied 
by no transition-time (180 Spin). It is a quantum leap from 
one emotional, physical, intellectual state to another, 
instantly. It is a type of baby beat that used mostly in sit-
coms. (Metaphorically speaking: You lead the other 
character to believe you’re headed one direction, but you 
“revolve” to head the opposite direction, completely 
unexpectedly.)

Note: Mark in pencil, you never know when you’re going to change your mind. 
Should you choose to mark some baby beats now, remember that this is just 
one possible choice. Stay open to others.

C) After you’ve finished this read, turn the sides over and ask yourself:

Were you clearly aware of the environment and physical/
emotional stage directions, even though you weren’t reading 
them?

If not, go back and “imagine” some more in the areas of the 
script where you were weak. 

Note: If you don’t look at the stage directions during the third read, you will 
train yourself to pay closer attention the first couple of times you read any 
material. Also, reading stage directions will make it harder for you to feel the 
rhythm of the scene, and may take away from your exploration of the 
relationship. So don’t cheat and read them during your third read.
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STEP 4 - FOURTH READ
Note: Soon to be 3rd read

INTENTION/OBJECTIVE

1) What is my overall intention/objective in the scene in relation to the 
other main character? 

A) Read out loud only the dialogue of the scene, paying attention to your 
character’s objective.  Again, skip all the stage directions. 

How do you want to change the other person? – NOT what do 
you want to do to them... “I want to give them a piece of my 
mind” is easy because you just do it. Stand there and spout 
at them. Because it is easy, it’s boring. What is hard, and 
therefore interesting, is if you need a specific reaction from 
them. “I want to shake them into seeing reality”, “I want to 
ignite her into action”, “I want to caress him into seeing the 
world through my eyes”...

How will the person change if you are successful? What will 
they say? What will they do? If you know what it will look like 
when you win, then you know what you’re looking for in the 
other person as you play the scene.

B) Add, correct and/or make any changes of the units/beats. Also mark any 
baby beats that seem obvious to you. 

C) Remember, Intention progresses. 

Look for the builds within each unit, the transitions, and how 
each unit builds on the last.

D) After you’ve finished the fourth read, find the “KEY PHRASE”.

This is the line or phrase that comes the closest to voicing 
your objective. It is often “what you’ve come to say.” It is 
usually found in the last 1/3 of the last page of the scene.

NOTE: There might be many lines that may seem to state your intention/
objective. Each of these are important (“a diamond phrase”,) but only the last 
one is the “Key”. Once your character has said the “key phrase” and it has either 
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succeeded or failed in altering the other character, the scene is over. 
Remember, intention progresses.

E) Use Stanislavski’s magical “what if...?” to personalize your objective - 
your need to alter the other character. 

What if you had the same upbringing/background as your 
character, and you were currently in the same circumstances. 
And what if you had this relationship with the other 
dominant person in the scene, and needed the same thing 
from them, and were getting the same reaction... how would 
you feel? Endow this into your objective; into the key line.

F) USE SUBSTITUTION TO PERSONALIZE YOUR OBJECTIVE.

Still can’t relate? Can you substitute from your own life?

Create a situation in your imagination that allows you to 
emotionally connect to your character’s intention/ objective 
by using this tool. Let’s say, the character, loves being a 
fireman more than anything, but is getting fired. Substitute 
in your imagination, your getting fired from a lead role in a 
Broadway play, major studio movie or network television 
series. Imagine having your dream job and losing it...feeling 
the loss, the anger, the humiliation, and the pain. Improv this 
scene for yourself using parallel beats to the actual scene. 
Now transfer the same feelings into the exact lines of the 
scene.

G) KNOW THE CHARACTER’S “CORE”.

This is how the character really feels in his/her heart, 
underneath all the “masks”. 

Note: More about “Core” later, when you discover your “Core Moment” -Where 
in the scene the core is unveiled.
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STEP 5 - OBJECTIVE, RELATIONSHIP AND ENVIRONMENT.  

1) Turn your sides over and write down your objective sentence. 

A) Your objective. 

What do you want to do to the other person

B) The consequences to failing.

What will happen if you fail. 

My Objective Sentence

I want to __________________________  this __________________________   
                      (Physical action)                           (Positive Adjective.) 

YET _______________________________,   ______________________________ 
                     (Negative Adjective)                     (Colorful Noun)

 INTO 
_____________________________________________________________________

(The Fulfillment of the Desire)

OR 

_____________________________________________________________________
(The - Dire - Consequences of Failing)

(NOTE: You should be describing the other dominant character in the scene…if not, 
you will have the wrong objective!)

2) What are the obstacles hindering your success? Jot a brief list of...

A) The internal obstacles: 

Often, your “Core” emotion is an obstacle to 
communicating.
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REMEMBER: Without communicating, you can’t reach your 
objective; you communicate either thru spoken or body 
language.

B) The external Obstacles 

How do the people and things around you hinder you from 
reaching your objective?

2) Relationship(s): Jot a few words about: 

A) The main relationship in the scene.

B) Relationships to persons in, or mentioned in the scene. 

Be intelligent! 

Choose diversified points of view for the various 
relationships.

Don’t “like” or “be angry” at everybody, etc... 

Can you substitute real people?

C) The relationship to every significant object in, or mentioned in the 
scene. 

Endow the significant object(s) with feelings substituted from 
significant object(s) from your life. If the character is given a 
“special cup from her grandmother,” substitute a special 
object given to you by someone that mattered, or endow that 
cup with warm feelings of your grandmother.

3) Environment. Jot a few list of sensory words about how...

A) Each location looks, smells, and sounds.

Is it familiar or unfamiliar, comfortable or uncomfortable? 

How does you character feel there? (ie. Metal, sharp edges, 
sterile counter space; antiseptic smell; muffled hospital 
intercom echoing, low worried voices passing; lonely, cold, 
and uncomfortable).
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B) Decide on the... 

•  Obstacles the environment provides.

•  Opening Beat. 

Where did you just come from? What emotional state are you 
in? Can your choice of opening beat take you on an 
emotional “ride”? What will feed you so that the first line is a 
reaction? (Opening beats are for getting you on track.)

•  Closing Beat. 

Where are you going next? Does a “Bookend-Closing” work 
here? Is there an opportunity for a “False ending”? (Closing 
beats are professional / for “them”.)
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STEP 6 - FIFTH READ 

GET THE SCENE ON ITS FEET

NOTE:  After you practice this step separately for a while, you will discover that 
it starts to happen as you do the steps above. You will read the script the 2nd 
time while moving around, and you will begin to block yourself and think the 
following thoughts at the same time. Then this step, as a separate step will 
disappear.

1) WORK OUT THE BLOCKING 

What movement is demanded by the scene? What Movement 
feeds my character’s emotional life?

A) Set the environment for yourself. Play the scene and move.

You should already have a general idea of what the room 
looks like, coupled with specific ideas of what the room feels 
like. Now decide exactly where “needed” or mentioned items 
are within that space. 

(ie. Where is the door that the other character exits through? 
Where is the window through which you see his sister arrive? 
Where is the coffee table that you tell him to leave the papers 
on?) 

Now, move as you play the scene.

2) When using the chair, ask yourself:

A) How can I use the chair to my advantage as a set piece? 

What can it become that will help ground you in your 
environment?
(ie. Is the back of the chair the foot of the hospital bed? Is the 
chair the baby carriage? Is the side of the chair the heating 
unit in your car? Etc...)

 B) How can you use it to express your feelings? 
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ie. Is there a moment in the scene that figuratively “knocks 
the wind out of you,” “bowls you over,” or where you “come 
down to someone’s level,” where you might feel a need to 
sit? Is there a moment where you figuratively “rise to the 
occasion” or “stand for justice”? Is there a moment where you 
need emotional support or to “get a grip” where you might 
hold onto the back of the chair to steady yourself. Do you 
put the chair between you and the other character to protect 
yourself? When do you come around to opening face him? Do 
you sit straight, Indian style, slouching? Etc...

3) Set the “props” for yourself and use them as you rehearse. 

Detect which items mentioned (or 
unmentioned) by the script are 
necessary, or feed you in a viable 
way, and only deal with those 
particular “props.” DO NOT just 
imagine how you will use them. DO 
IT! You won’t do it in the audition if 
you don’t do it in rehearsal.

4) Ask yourself:

A) How can I create “resistance” to replace using actual props or mime/
spacework?

Bringing in props is considered unprofessional or green. 
Miming/Spacework puts you in your head because you’ll 
wonder if “they’re buying it.” Also, miming/space work does 
not feed you. 

Only resistance makes you feel true to the action. When you 
really feel it, you’ll stay connected to the piece and then YOU 
will buy it...and so will they. (Be a well-fed actor.)

B) How can I use the things that I “happen” to have on my person as 
“props”?

The things that you would naturally have with you if you were 
to, say, interview at IBM, are all items that can magically 
transform into “props”, without looking like you brought in 
actual props. 
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ie. Your purse / wallet/ backpack / briefcase and anything 
logically in them - your glasses/sunglasses, pen/pencil, 
waterbottle, watch, jacket/sweater, jewelry, cell phone, etc... 
REMEMBER: Good actors don’t bring props, “props” just 
appear because of the actor’s incredible creativity and talent. 
(yeah, right).

C) How can I use the SIDES to my advantage as a “prop”?

What can it become that will feed you as a natural part of 
your character’s “business” or “activity?” 

ie. Is it a report you’re filling out or reading? Is it the gift you 
brought? Is it an X-Ray you’re examining? A keyboard? Etc...

NOTE: As you can see by the notations above, this is the place at the beginning, 
but after working this way for a short time, you can blend these steps as noted, 
and you will only be reading the scripts 3 times before getting to the history 
homework. 

5) Stop here and do your HISTORY HOMEWORK - “Phone calls”
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STEPS 7 - SIXTH READ
NOTE: Steps 7 and 8 are for exploration and are not mandatory.

TACTICS / ACTIONS

1) Choose different manners of approach to overcome obstacles and  
achieve the intention/objective. 

A sailboat must tack back and forth in order to arrive at its 
desired port, proving that the fastest way to get somewhere 
is not always a straight line...nor is the most interesting!

2) Tactics/Actions are adjustments in the way one goes about overcoming 
the obstacles blocking the intention/objective.

Directors and coaches often prompt actors by using “as if” 
images as a way to achieve tactics/actions. (For example, 
“Say the line as if he had a gun to your head.”)

3) A tactic/action is the ” how” a character goes after his/her objective. 
Webster’s Dictionary defines “How” as: 1) In what manner? 2) For what 
reason? 3) By what means?

Interestingly, if we break up the definition to this word, 
“How”, we have a more accurate picture of “Tactics”, 
“Actions”, and “As If Images”:

In what manner? - Arrogantly = Tactic 
For what reason? - To impress = Action 
By what means?   - As if I had a million bucks = “As if” image

Tactics are normally denoted in terms of adjectives; ie: 
Arrogantly. Actions are denoted in terms of infinitive verbs 
(ie: To impress). “As if” Images reflect tactics/actions in 
terms of mental pictures or stories (ie: As if I had a million 
bucks).

4) This is about auditioning, not scene study or acting class.  It is up to 
you, to translate these suggested tactics into something actable. 

Many reject exercising tactics as adjectives, believing that it 
will lead the actor to play a mood or attitude. Advising 
instead, to take “action” against the other character, and not 
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to worry about the result of that action. (ie. If you try to 
“butter up” the other character on a certain line, don’t worry 
about whether or not you‘re smiling while doing it.) In many 
scene study or acting classes, the first thing you’ll do upon 
picking up a script is black out the adjectives indicated by 
the writer in order to free you to discover your own 
interpretation of the material. I couldn’t agree more with this 
idea!

Now, having said that, this is NOT a scene study or acting 
class. This is about auditioning; about coming up with a 
product with virtually no time for process. This is about 
getting hired on a show where the writer may be the 
producer who hires. He/she wrote those adjectives to guide 
and help you understand the character quickly. Without 
weeks of rehearsal to organically draw out the different 
adjustments, it is useful to note the suggestions of the writer 
(producer? director?). However, it is up to you, the 
professional actor, to know how to translate these suggested 
tactics from being results of an internal action into 
something actable by utilizing “As if” images and/or action 
verbs.

The script may indicate “quietly” as a way the character 
delivers a line. To become quiet is actually the result of 
deciding to make an intimate, confidential or private 
connection with another character. To motivate this tactic 
choice, you might use the “as if” image: “as if you don’t want 
anyone else to hear” OR you might use an action: “to draw in 
the other character.”

The script reads:

JENNIFER (smiling)
You look great, John.

Perhaps Jennifer is trying “to butter up” John OR maybe she’s 
responding “as if John has eyes that tell her she is the most 
important thing in the world.” Either approach may certainly 
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cause a smile, but to smile without discovering the 
motivation behind it is empty and mechanical.

NOTE: This is merely a self-investigation. Are you advancing toward your 
objective through tactics?

5) CORE MOMENT (Core and Masking) 

A character’s “Core” refers to the true emotions that the 
character is feeling underneath whatever masking he/she 
may be employing to try to look good, seem okay, or win. 
“Core” can be utilized as a tactic or it can be ostensibly the 
opposite of a tactic. Instead of purposely shedding your 
character’s mask to reveal the core (a tactic), the character’s 
mask may accidentally drop in a moment of distraction or 
weakness, thus involuntarily exposing the core (not a tactic.) 
In this case, as soon as the character can regain control, the 
core is once again hidden from sight behind a “mask”. This 
may or may not happen on a line of dialogue. Especially 
when the exposing of the core is unintentional, it often 
bubbles up between the lines, in the silence of a transition or 
baby beat. 

6) Review the various tactics/actions you have employed to reach your 
goal. Check to see, do you have at least one?

A Core Moment may also happen simultaneously with any of the following 
categories. Among the millions of possible tactics that might source the 
following moments, here are a few...  

A) PARENTHETICAL MOMENT 

A parenthetical moment is one where you talk to yourself: 

Tactic - One possible “as if” image = Action 

Incredulously - as if I can’t believe my eyes = to doubt my 
own sanity. 

Forlornly - as if I don’t have a friend in the world = to 
commiserate with myself. 
Contemplatively - as if I’m searching my brain = to 
rummage, to muse, to explore. 
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Ecstatically - as if I’ve hit upon something = to discover, to 
uncover, (self-realization).

Snickeringly - as if I found myself ridiculously absurd = to 
laugh at myself Combatively - as if I were working it out with 
myself / to debate, to fight myself

B) Light Moment 

Tactic - One possible “as if” image = Action 

Happily - as if bursting with joy = to raise his spirits, to 
delight.

Sarcastically - as if snapping someone with a rubber-band = 
to playfully nip or tease*.

Playfully - as if five years old = to amuse.

Blissfully - as if I had just made love = to transport with 
rapture.

Cheerfully - as if handing out daisies = to brighten.

Ironically - as if unsuccessfully trying to see passed a dark 
cloud = to chide*

*In a “dark or serious” scene, this could play as a light moment.

C) Dark Moment 

Tactic - One possible “as if” image = Action 

Angrily - as if my words were daggers = to kill, to destroy*. 

Painfully - as if my soul ached = to beg for mercy**.

Sadly - as if my heart were breaking = to surrender. 

Frustratedly - as if struggling against bondage unable to get 
free = to rattle.
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Enflamed(ly) - as if I were breathing fire = to blister, to 
scorch.

Insanly - as if you had lost your mind = to torment, to scare, 
to torture.

*Note: Anger is a secondary emotion, under which lies pain or fear; therefore by 
definition, anger cannot be a character’s “core”.

**This could play as BOTH dark and vulnerable - and if it’s what the character is 
truly feeling, this would also quality as a Core Moment.

D) Bonding Moment 

Tactic - One possible “as if” image = Action 

Intimately - as if we were nestled up next to each other = to 
snuggle, to pet, to kiss. 

Confidentially - as if I were telling a secret = to sneak, to 
conspire, to spin a web. 

Lovingly - as if I were rocking and cooing my child to sleep = 
to soothe, to quiet. 

Furtively - as if I were out of breath = to titillate, to arouse, 
to woo. 

Vehemently - as if I were a laser beam = to intimidate with 
concentrated intensity, to burn. 

Covertly - as if it were a clandestine meeting = to hush, to 
conceal, to warn

E) Vulnerable Moment*

Tactic - One possible “as if” image = Action 

Gratefully - as if I were relieved of a terrible duty = to thank, 
to fall to my knees.

Unguardedly - as if I were naked = to bare myself, to reveal 
my feelings. 
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Defenselessly - as if I lowered my sword = to relinquish, to 
wave the white flag. 

Tenderly - as if I were opening my heart = to caress, to love, 
to warm up. 

Naively - as if I were a child = to trust, to reach out, to invite 
in.
Honestly - as if I had nothing to hide = to cleanse away sin, 
to shine the light of truth.

*Vulnerability is often at a character’s “core”. Imagine how a vulnerable moment 
could also be a bonding moment or a sexual moment, as well.

F) Sexual Moment - IF APPROPRIATE

Tactic - One possible “as if” image = Action 

Seductively - as if I were doing a strip tease = to tempt, to 
entice, to trap him. 

Bewitchingly - as if I were casting a spell on him = to 
enchant, to conjure an erection. 

Demurely - as if I were a virtuous, wide-eyed youth = to 
empower, to amplify his virility. 

Playfully - as if this were a child’s game = to frolic with him, 
to brighten his mood. 

Carnally - as if I fed on sex = to spice him up, to turn up the 
heat, to taste and devour him. 

Tenderly - as if I held his beloved heart in my hands = to 
caress, to kiss, to stroke.

NOTE: Again, the point of this step is not to fix how you are going to deliver 
each line, rather it is to be used as a check. This check will serve as both a 
learning tool, and will substitute for the weeks of rehearsal that you generally 
don’t get when you audition.
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STEP 8 - SEVENTH READ

Let it all go!

A) Trust yourself  - Throw it all away. 

Never be “married” to tactic choices. Step 7 is an EXCERSIZE. 
Those choices are now explored and available to you, and 
that is all. You’ll know how to react when the time comes, 
because you know who you are and what you want.

B) Invent and Create

Make this the last time you go over the material until you 
have sat and pondered quite a bit more history. You will use 
the script when you do your audition, so going over the lines 
isn’t important. Make-up more scenarios that lead to your 
being in this situation today. Invent and create until this new 
life is at least as interesting to you as the one you’ve been 
living outside of this audition. Otherwise you will not be able 
to let go of your life and live inside the story. Your real life 
will keep pulling you out. You’ll be interested in how you -
and everyone else in the room - think you are doing with 
your audition. That’s not acting, it’s often called “watching 
yourself” and it’s not really very fun, either. What will be 
exciting and fun through working in this new way, is how all 
the lines you say and everything you do comes from 
something real - that you imagined as your truth. 

You’ll be amazed at how easily you seem to nearly know the 
next line, because even though you never even tried to 
memorize your lines, it makes the most sense to you to say. 
You accurately - or near enough - anticipate your next line, 
your next movement, when listening to the other person talk, 
because you’re alive in the story!
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Homework Template  - FINDING YOUR LIFE!

1.  A) What name has been given to this conversation*? (In other words; What 
 is the title of the script & episode name, if appropriate.) 

 B) When living the life where you have this conversation, what is your 
 name? (Aka, your character's name)

2. Where are you? (Environment) What is it like here? --BRIEFLY mention 
 important sounds, smells, sights, etc... 

3.  What is your relationship with the other major person in this 
 conversation?

4.  A)  What is your current overall objective in life? (What is your "super 
 objective") 

 B)  What do you want from the "main" other person in this conversation? 

 I want to   (physical action verb)  this   (3 positive adjectives) 
 yet   (3 negative adjectives   OR    (dire consequences of failing) 

 C)  What will happen if you fail to get it from them? 

5.  A)  What are the internal obstacles making it difficult for you to achieve 
 your goal? (Please, tell me more than one.)

 B)  What are the external obstacles making it difficult? (Again, tell me 
 more than one)

6. At the end of this conversation, what would the other person say or do 
 that would let you know that you were successful in winning your 
 objective? 

7.  Tell me about one conversation that you could have that would cause you 
 to "relive" and experience, step-by-step a relevant moment in your 
 history as you walked the person you were sharing it with, through 
 it. Please include:


• Who is it with.
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• Whether or not this conversation on the phone, in person, or with 
yourself or with God.

• What you want from this person and what they want from you. (Hint: 
make them at odds.)

8.  Tell me about one other conversation that you could have that would 
 cause you to "relive" and experience, step-by-step a relevant moment in 
 your history as you walked the person you were sharing it with, through 
 it. Please include:

• Who is it with.

• Whether or not this conversation on the phone, in person, or with 
yourself or with God.

• What you want from this person and what they want from you. (Hint: 
make them at odds.)

9. Tell me about one final conversation that you could have that would 
 cause you to "relive" and experience, step-by-step a relevant moment in 
 your history as you walked the person you were sharing it with, through 
 it. Please include:

• Who is it with.

• Whether or not this conversation on the phone, in person, or with 
yourself or with God.

• What you want from this person and what they want from you. (Hint: 
make them at odds.)

10. A) What stands out to you as the greatest piece(s) of valuable 
 information from the last class?

B) What are you currently working on (your main-focus) in your next

C)acting opportunity? (which may or may not be class)


D) With that in mind, please make a Promise To Yourself. Type it here.

11.  On my way to the conversation(s)*, I'll be in my car….where am I going as 
 the character, what am I doing/contemplating?
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12.    While I'm in the hallway, before I enter the to have the conversation*, I'll 
 be….where as the character, doing what? 

* Any scene is only a conversation where you want something.
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